Materials

18 Human Body X-rays—makes a complete body!

Information sheet

2 Skeleton Diagrams, labeled and unlabeled

19 skeleton labels

DK Eyewitness Book: Skeleton

Bill Nye DVD: Bones and Muscles

Recommended for Grades 3 and up
What to Know About This Kit…

This kit provides an overview of the human skeleton. It contains a set of human X-rays that can be assembled to form the skeleton of a 5-foot tall person. The kit also contains skeleton diagrams, books, and DVD’s.

For extra copies of the skeleton outlines, labeled or unlabeled, go to the LEAP section of the HCPL website.

If you would like more on bones, including a life-size model of a skull, check out the “Who Owns These Bones” kit.

Recommended for Grades 3 and up